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It is relatively easy to pour out words into a word-processor and produce some kind of text,
and the more established the jargon of the field is, the easier it becomes. It is much more
difficult to choose words to convey one's ideas effectively and to present complex concepts in
ways that the average layperson will understand and appreciate.

Trying to do this in a field like information science, when the 'average layperson' probably
has no idea that there is something called 'information science', is even more difficult, and the
fact that Michael Buckland achieves that in this beautifully written and accessibly-presented
text, is testimony to his writing skills as well as to his extensive knowledge of the field.
This book is in the MIT Press 'Essential knowledge' series, one of which, on metadata, has
also been reviewed here. The aim of the series is to present synthesised 'special subject matter
for nonspecialists' (p. vii) and, as David Bawden says in his Foreword to the book, 'there is
great originality' in the way Buckland has selected and presented the work of many
researchers in the field (p. xii).

There is a clear, logical structure to the book. It begins with an introduction to the notions of
information, documents and messages and shows, through simple illustration, using his
passport as an example, how documentary and non-documentary information sources affect
our everyday lives. Chapter 2 moves on to a more detailed examination of documents and
data, showing how an updated version of what was called 'bibliographical control' is needed
to help us to organize and control the many objects, real and virtual, that now serve as
'documents'. Chapter 3 considers how 'documents' are used in society, how our culture is
knowledge-based, and how knowledge is socially-produced.
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Chapters 4 to 7 deal with what we might term, the professional aspects of information, the
organization and description of documents and data sets; 'naming', covering terminology,
nomenclature and, in information science terms, vocabulary control; metadata and its origins
(sometimes forgotten) in cataloguing; and 'Discovery and selection', or information retrieval
from catalogues, databases, and the World Wide Web.

Chapter 8 gives a brief account of the evaluation of retrieval systems (and there is an
appendix for those who want more on the concepts of recall and precision, and their
interrelationship). Chapter 9 is a 'Summary and reflections', which concludes that,
only an approach that combines the physical, the mental, and the social aspects can be adequate
can be adequate for the challenge of examining the complex relationships of information and
society.

In this small volume, the author has shown us how that can be done and the result will be of
use not only to anyone interested in the subject, but also to established researchers who might
be stimulated to give attention to those complex relationships, in addition to the attention they
may give to the minutiae of the physical, the mental, or the social.

Professor T.D. Wilson
Editor in Chief
June, 2017
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